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Title: Ann P. Meredith Photographs Collection,
Date (inclusive): 1984-2001
Collection Identifier: GLC 39
Creator: Meredith, Ann P.
Physical Description: 2 oversized boxes (25.0 images, 16 x 20 in., matted to 20 x 24 in., titled)
Contributing Institution: James C. Hormel Gay & Lesbian Center, San Francisco Public Library
100 Larkin Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 557-4567
info@sfpl.org

Abstract: Meredith is a Mill Valley, California based photographer and artist. This collection contains portraits of gays and lesbians drawn from larger series of Meredith's work. The images include lesbians at work, with pets, in the military, with HIV and with breast cancer, and gays and lesbians in sports.

Physical Location: The collection is stored onsite.

Language of Materials: Collection materials are in English.

Access
The collection is available for viewing during the San Francisco History Center’s Historical Photograph Collection hours: Tues.: 1-5; Thurs.: 1-5; Sat.: 10-12, 1-5.

Publication Rights
Copyright retained by Ann P. Meredith.

Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], Ann P. Meredith Photographs Collection (GLC 39), Gay and Lesbian Center, San Francisco Public Library.

Provenance
Donated by the Friends and Foundation of the San Francisco Public Library, 2001.

Biographical note
Ann P. Meredith is a Mill Valley, California based photographer and artist.

General note
Limited editions # 7 of 40, signed and dated, from the series I, A WITNESS: A Document of LGBT Culture.

Scope and Contents
This collection contains portraits of gays and lesbians drawn from larger series of Meredith's work. The images include lesbians at work, with pets, in the military, with HIV and with breast cancer, and gays and lesbians in sports.

Arrangement
The photographs are in the order preferred by the photographer.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Meredith, Ann P.
Breast--Cancer--Patients--United States--Portraits
Gay men--United States--Portraits
Gays and sports--United States--Photograph collections
Gays in the military--United States--Photograph collections
Lesbian workers--Portraits
Lesbians and AIDS--United States--Photograph collections
Lesbians--Social life and customs--20th century--Photograph collections
Lesbians--United States--Portraits
Women AIDS patients--United States--Portraits

Photograph 1
"Betty E., 'Dot' (Dorothy) & Woody—Berkeley, CA" from the series Dykes, Faggots & Their Felines, July, 1986

Photograph 2
"Willis Kim & Kitty Tsui—Oakland, CA" from the series Dykes & Their Dogs, June, 1986
Photograph 3  "Anti-Apartheid Demo—Sharon, Allison & Marguerite: Shadow Tripod and Blackie—San Francisco, CA" from the series *Dykes, Faggots & Their Felines*, July, 1986

Photograph 4  "Tom Waddell & Sarah Jessica Waddell His Daughter—Founder of the Gay Games—Triumph in ’86," San Francisco, from the series *A Different Drummer*, June, 1986

Photograph 5  "Lesbian Physique! Gay Games II—Triumph in ’86," San Francisco, CA, from the series *A Different Drummer*, June, 1986


Photograph 7  "Alex & The Girls—Sierra Stampede II—International Gay Rodeo, Rio Linda, CA" from the series *Tall In The Saddle—Cowgirls, Ranch Women & Rodeo Gals*, August 20-22, 1999

Photograph 8  "Cowgirl—Sierra Stampede II—International Gay Rodeo, Rio Linda, CA" from the series *Tall In The Saddle—Cowgirls, Ranch Women & Rodeo Gals*, August 20-22, 1999


Photograph 10  "Lori!—Miss IGRA—Sierra Stampede III—International Gay Rodeo, Rio Linda, CA" from the series *Tall In The Saddle—Cowgirls, Ranch Women & Rodeo Gals*, August 19-20, 2000

Photograph 11  "Terry Floren—Firefighter, Miamisburg, Ohio" from the series *Don't Call Me Honey—Photographs of Women & Their Work*, 1984

Photograph 12  "Nancy Rupprech & The Girls @ Labyris Auto Repair, San Francisco, CA" from the series *Don't Call Me Honey—Photographs of Women & Their Work*, 1984


Photograph 15  "Lesbians @ The Names Quilt @ The Ellipse @ The White House, Washington, DC" from the series *Until That Last Breath! Women With HIV/AIDS*, October 1988

Photograph 16  "Joan @ 20—Final Justice, San Francisco, CA" from the series *Until That Last Breath! Women With HIV/AIDS*, June 1987

Photograph 17  "Paulette—The Chemo Room Will Be Closed On Thursday—San Francisco General Hospital" from the series *Until That Last Breath! Women With HIV/AIDS*, June 1987

Photograph 18  "Sharon—General Hospital—San Francisco General Hospital" from the series *Until That Last Breath! Women With HIV/AIDS*, June 1987

Photograph 19  "Julie Cleavinger, Berkeley, CA" from the series *Number One Killer—Women With Breast Cancer*, September 16, 2000

Photograph 20  "Roxanne Morris, Berkeley, CA" from the series *Number One Killer—Women With Breast Cancer*, October 7, 2000

Photograph 21  "Andre, Berkeley, CA" from the series *Number One Killer—Women With Breast Cancer*, August 7, 2000

Photograph 22  "NUMBER ONE KILLER—Women with Breast Cancer: Andre, Julie, Doris, Barbara, Jane, Wendy, Annis, Raven Light & Roxanne, Berkeley, CA" from the series *Number One Killer—Women With Breast Cancer*, November 27, 2000

Photograph 23  "Raven Light, Berkeley, CA" from the series *Number One Killer—Women With Breast Cancer*, September 16, 2000
